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Tomorrow is crucial Ambassadors Meeting huge change on the way, with every new 

change comes resistance. NATO and EU boycotting, but many religious leaders want to 

help their people. Should we disclose the place of meeting or open it and confront 3 or 4 

terrorists? He receive collaboration from the Vatican, the Belgians planning 

assassination. (:07). Italian police are fully armed to protect ambassadors, will give only 

30 PU tomorrow. Agreement now is October 26 1000 PU released.   (:22).  The new 

versions of PU will change weekly.  When the PU goes above 3 kw it shuts down, cools 

down for 30 minutes, developing Plasma DC Heaters. It will take some days to Nano coat 

and then draw goes down.  (:30).  It will takes 6 weeks to Nano Coat the Grid, after more 

and more units come on, the power stations will be shut down, because you just need the 

oscillation signal to trigger the P to release its energy.  (:43).  Making the development as 

easy as possible. If you can't get it to work return it for refund. It's like when humanity 

went from candles to electric light. They'll become the food line, it will release energy as 

you need.   (:48).  Most of you have tested with CO2 but still need to eat because you 

need to release from the full spectrum, meat, fish, bread, every AA,  then you don't need 

to eat. Won't need to cut trees, in wood you have COHN and other constituents, but you 

can convert their P M G fields, create wood for building. Some new changes with Mobile 

phone batteries. Yesterday, they did an experiment to energize the water with food. They 

didn't feel hungry last night. (:58).  Food goes in stomach becomes a Gans, releases PMG 

fields in intestine, the energized water by-pass digestive tract. The world of energy 

absorption for space travel. When you receive what you need, no need for aggression. 

The Supermarkets destroy food instead of feeding the homeless, for price control. This 

system changes the whole structure. (1:08). The PU can interact with MG fields to travel, 

planet earth as one entity.  (1:21). Will these new blue PU become the new God?   (1:25). 

You can't teach the new P technology without the ethics. (1:28). All life on this planet 

have a common denominator, COHN, will the animals and plants also change the world 

and become peaceful. The lion will stop killing the deer, they will feel satisfied no need 

to kill. They key is not the blue box but the knowledge, 3 to 5 years to change world.  

(1:38).  When Keshe sold with the East Block they used a barter system, it was a 

beautiful system and people helped each other, this new technology will do like this. This 

system also feeds your conscience and emotion, if you abuse it you will suffer it. (1:44). 

Keshe warns if anything happens to us, something very strange will happen to you, he 

and his wife have been threatened. You need to connect it to Grid so change is gradual. 

The man who losses his job will get a free unit. There can not be division this time for 

change to work. (1:50). NASA wants to make 22 months to Mars, but this system is 

easier. The schematics will not be released until ready, give governments time. He made 

it this way for reason, but doesn't even need the blue box. The water was a mix of many 

different foods and made a Gans of it and took the energy. He gave the energy of pork to 

a Muslim. Plants are protein based living organisms. (2:00). He calls for prays for the 

governments and meeting tomorrow.  To build a house you need different filters for 

different energy spectrums, build it without bricks, but same way make a SS.     (2:16). 

The KF pays one standard rate across the world, the movement would be towards 3rd 

World, start work at 10 AM. The bankers now want to invest in KF. (2:25). Israel refused 

but Palestine will attend, Iraq. The Vatican will come, we want to put borders aside.   

(2:28). Presentation of a kind of Infinity loop, keshe says its only 2 dimensional nothing 



will happen, make it 3 dimensional, twisted wire creates problem, coils are better, it 

would feed the emotional, Nano coat base part with heat, and top section with caustic. 

Making of coils a problem for lot of people, need to develop better way.     (2:37). Ask 

not to destroy PU to find out blueprint. Do you need even so big. As many stars in the 

sky, as many ways to make a Pain Pen. We don't know if Ambassadors will sign Peace 

Treaty. (2:44). Some nuclear agencies will attend. The last thousands of years financing 

to take from the people. (2:49). Tourism started in the 1960's because they had money, 

different groups rise as wealth changes, the new generation will be tourist in space, no 

one will come back. It will be a lack of population, control who goes.  (2:56). How to set 

up the PU, connect to Grid after fuse box, or male plug into outlet and appliance into the 

female plug, if over load wait until cool down, even a day, the Nano will recoat the wire 

again, or if need can put some caustic on the wire and it will recoat. Once the house wire 

becomes coated then there is no need for PU. We are not creating power, we're creating 

Plasmatic MG field forces and don't depend on wire, to trigger the P to release.  

 


